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Abstract: Blockchain technology has the potential to enhance data security and data governance. Its 

decentralized nature ensures data security and integrity, and prevents data leaks and abuse. In terms of 

data governance, blockchain technology can optimize data standardization, quality management, and 

classification, providing transparency and credibility for data decision-making[1]. Blockchain technology 

has broad applications in mobile applications, healthcare, and the Internet of Things (IoT), enabling 

verifiable and fair distributed machine learning. However, blockchain technology still faces challenges 

such as performance bottlenecks, security issues, and privacy protection. Further technological 

innovation and research are needed to address these challenges and find better solutions. 
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1. Introduction 

With the advent of the blockchain 3.0 era, blockchain technology is widely applied in various fields. 

Because of its special chain data structure, distributed algorithm, smart contract, and decentralized 

characteristics[2], it can solve data security problems and improve the methods and theories of data 

governance. Especially in logistics finance, the Internet of Things (IoT), supply chain management, and 

many other areas[3]. 

2. The Development of Blockchain Technology in Data Security  

2.1. Impacts and Applications in Data Security 

Blockchain technology has increased innovation efforts in development of many industries and 

fields,such as financial logistics[4], and even brings a breakthrough. However, as time passes, more 

information data has been accumulated, blockchain technology still handle current problems, but 

"congestion" cannot be avoid[5], as a result, even some problems can be solved or avoid, cannot 

completely prevent problems from occurring during the transaction process. In this case, demand 

technology innovation to improve performance, efficiency and security is urgent. If it’s used on a large 

scale in financial logistics, it will also face the risk of system paralysis during the transaction process. 

One of the reasons of this problems is non-uniformity of technology and evaluation criteria, and then 

different blockchain platforms lack inclusiveness and interoperability. 

In the application of IoT, as one of the most important components of 6G technology, compared with 

traditional technology, blockchain can effectively solve the data security and privacy issues. For the 

problem caused by excessive amounts of data, such as network congestion or throughput limitation. The 

current common solution is to use uniform or random sharding techniques, which can solve part of 

problems above, but because of performance differences and collaborative transactions between nodes, 

they also may cause problems such as insecure shards, single points overheating or some issues else, 

which are even not suitable for complex and dynamic environments[6]. 

Supply chain management is the most typical application of blockchain. The data transparency and 
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decentralization of blockchain can achieve the entire lifecycle management of products, enhancing the 

transparency of the supply chain and enabling traceability through blockchain technology to establish a 

corresponding credit ecosystem. However, because of transactions and data quantity increasing, the 

verification speed of blockchain will become slower and the cost will increase.[7] 

2.2. Technological Developments in Data Security 

Researchers have conducted extensive research on query methods on blockchain platforms and 

proposed many relevant research solutions. As a trusted machine working in a trustless environment, 

blockchain has been proven to be effective in data security, decentralization, and distributed ledger 

technology[8]. Many studies have been conducted on ensuring that data on the chain can be effectively 

queried and verified. Generally, blockchain query methods rely on using distributed databases, data 

indexing structures, and encryption algorithms to achieve efficient, verifiable, and secure queries[9]. 

Blockchain query technologies can be divided into three categories: efficient query technology, verifiable 

query technology, and privacy-preserving query technology. 

Efficient query technology aims to provide high-performance data querying on the blockchain. The 

underlying data storage system exhibits high write performance when processing frequent query 

functions, but lacks read performance. Based on the assumption that both full nodes and clients are honest 

nodes, the existing query methods provide more efficient query services and richer query functions. There 

are three main strategies to improve query efficiency, including utilizing smart contracts, making 

underlying data accessible to other databases, or altering the internal design of the blockchain to include 

appropriate indexing structures. Adding an index structure typically retains the properties of a Merkle 

tree, even when introducing characteristics of other data structures such as B-trees, B+ trees, and Trie. 

While this structure allows for real-time querying and ensures query structures unchanged, it often 

sacrifices storage space and query functionality richness. The issue of unreliable query results is 

addressed through two strategies: utilizing smart contracts and external databases[10]. 

Verifiable query technology aims to provide query outputs that can be verified for security purposes. 

Authenticated data structures (ADS) based on cryptographic techniques or other techniques based on 

cryptographic, such as multi-party signatures, database fingerprints, and trusted execution environments, 

are the current main trends. While verifiable queries guarantee the reliability of query results, they incur 

slightly higher storage and processing costs. 

Privacy-preserving query technology aims to provide query results without violating relevant security 

requirements and privacy. Assuming that full nodes and clients are semi-honest, with increasing data 

volume and application expansion, identity leaks, data leaks, query statements, and query results can be 

captured by attackers during the query process. Mainstream methods for protecting data privacy typically 

include storing encrypted data in cloud databases, indexing files to the blockchain, utilizing searchable 

encryption, private information retrieval, and differential privacy methods. These methods prevent the 

leakage of encrypted data while ensuring data integrity. 

2.3. Challenges and Future Developments in Data Security 

The existing data query strategy for blockchain faces many challenges. Currently, the most efficient 

method to handle blockchain queries is to combine distributed databases with blockchain queries. 

However, this approach cannot guarantee real-time data comparability between databases. Users may 

encounter issues when querying the most recent data from other subchain nodes, as the synchronization 

module still needs to enter the next synchronization cycle. To address this issue and achieve efficient 

querying, the mainstream solution now is to design new data structures. Furthermore, blockchain's data 

structure should not only provide efficient access but also maintain data consistency. When conducting 

data queries outside the blockchain, it is necessary to include an additional verification step to confirm 

the accuracy of blockchain results. Therefore, the second issue is to construct data structures to provide 

fast access to stored data while ensuring data integrity and reliability through effective verification 

methods. With the increase in data volume, storage scalability must also be considered. Currently, there 

are three trends for addressing data storage scalability: improving data structures, using sharding 

techniques, and cross-chain exchanges. Both sharding and cross-chain exchanges require many 

connection operations to interact, and cross-chain exchanges involve consistency, data structure 

configuration, and trust model selection issues. Therefore, ensuring high efficiency and security is a 

challenge that requires further research by scholars. 

Another challenge faced by the existing blockchain data query strategy is related to privacy protection. 
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There are many encryption algorithms available to provide solutions for privacy protection during the 

query process and data privacy protection itself. However, due to the complexity of cryptographic 

primitives, significant processing is often required to implement effective indexing. This necessitates 

modifications to existing solutions to meet the practical goals. When generating index structures or 

storing files with searchable encryption, the average runtime is proportional to the number of files. This 

indicates that computational costs increase with the number of files, making it an emerging research 

direction to improve data availability under weaker threat assumptions. 

3. Development of blockchain technology in data governance 

3.1. Impact and Applications in Data Governance 

Data is gradually becoming the cornerstone of production and life in the new era. In the era of big 

data, security risks such as privacy data leakage, data abuse, and data falsification leading to data 

distortion have always existed. The lack of a sound data security management system and the lack of 

autonomous capabilities in network systems highlight the issue of data security. Data security issues have 

become the main bottleneck restricting the development and utilization of data and value mining. The 

most fundamental way to solve data security problems is to conduct targeted security governance on data. 

With the advancement of data governance practices in various industries and organizations, some 

changes and trends are gradually emerging. Data governance is becoming more intelligent, data 

governance and artificial intelligence have become two main research objects in recent year. On the one 

hand, through data governance, enterprises can improve data quality and enhance data compliance, thus 

providing high-quality compliant data for the application of artificial intelligence. On the other hand, 

artificial intelligence can play the optimization effects on data governance[6]. Artificial intelligence helps 

achieve the perfect integration of conceptual models and computer models, thereby optimizing data 

model management; it can collect unstructured data, extract key information, and help integrate metadata; 

it can help enterprises identify master data, define and maintain data matching rules, assisting in 

enterprise master data management[11]; it can define transformation rules, extract data quality assessment 

dimensions, and evaluate the effect of data cleaning and data quality through supervised learning and 

deep learning, maximizing dynamic improvement of data quality[12]; it can promote data classification 

and further enhance the data security protection system, promoting data security[13]. 

3.2. Technological Developments in Data Governance 

Currently, common data governance technologies include data standardization, data quality 

management, and data classification and grading. 

Data standardization operates a large number of data with different sources, formats, and content, so 

that it can be integrated and utilized, address data silo issues and promote data sharing. While many 

standardization-work can be automated, there is still a large number of manual work required because of 

data value preservation and standardization process inefficiencies. 

Data quality management technology primarily focuses on verifying user data compliance by 

combining privacy computing technology and achieving data quality monitoring by implementing 

comprehensive security monitoring of the whole cycle of data storage scheduling. To verify the integrity 

of participating users and ensure the compliance of their data, the zero-knowledge proof techniques of 

privacy computing are commonly used. However, the zero-knowledge proof techniques of privacy 

computing are mostly considered as an auxiliary technology[14]. 

Data classification and grading mainly emphasizes implementing different management and 

protection measures for different data, facilitating a clear understanding of various data resources, and 

providing differentiated storage, circulation, and application pathways. This promotes a balance between 

data protection and utilization and serves as a crucial aspect of data governance. However, due to the 

lack of unified classification and grading standards, the demarcation lines for data levels are currently 

unclear [15]. 

3.3. The problems and challenges in data governance  

In the era of big data, there have always been security risks such as privacy data leakage, data abuse, 

and data forgery leading to data distortion. Because of the lack of a sound data security management 
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system and the lack of autonomy in network systems, data security problems have become a major 

bottleneck restricting the development and utilization of data as well as value mining[16]. The fundamental 

way to solve data security problems is to conduct targeted security governance on the data [17]. 

In the process of data governance, the main problems currently include[18]: 

 The existence of data island problem makes it difficult to achieve governance. A large investment 

in data governance in the short term does not yield visible results, because the value assessment of 

data governance is difficult to quantify, the data is held by many different subjects, and the 

information between each subject is not circulated which prevent the true utilization of data. Due to 

data heterogeneity, it is impossible to simply integrate the data, and how to realize data sharing is 

also a very important problem. 

 Ensuring data quality is difficult. The majority of strategic decisions currently heavily rely on data, 

so the importance of data quality is self-evident,. Low-quality data can lead to erroneous decisions, 

and decision-making errors due to low-quality or incomplete data can result in catastrophic 

situations. 

 Outdated data management methods are prevalent. Many organizations still use relatively outdated 

methods to manage data, such as paper records, CD storage, or even manual records. Unclear role 

divisions, outdated management methods, and incomplete data systems make data sharing difficult, 

and the value of data cannot be fully tapped and demonstrated. 

4. Conclusion 

Currently, there are studies leveraging blockchain to enhance the transparency of data acquisition and 

sharing in areas such as mobile applications, healthcare, and the Internet of Things (IoT)[19]. The 

framework for data acquisition and sharing implemented based on blockchain technology increases the 

transparency of data flow through layered processing[20-23]. 

Blockchain can effectively address data governance issues, improve data utilization efficiency, share 

information, and provide privacy and security guarantees. In response to the problem of multiple data 

sources in a system, blockchain consensus nodes can streamline efficient business frameworks, obtain 

different restrictions on data access permissions, follow fixed processes for data acquisition, and set fixed 

channels for data sources, avoiding the inefficiencies caused by duplicate or multi-channel queries [24]. 

In the work of data collection and transmission, distributed work methods can reduce data duplication 

and loss, and data queries and processing can be traced back to their sources, the whole network nodes 

can be notified, and the data processing behavior can be proved by time stamps and transaction hashing. 

Regarding data privacy and security, through consortium blockchain, the permissions of each node 

are clearly defined, the possibility of malicious behavior by nodes under the consensus mechanism is 

reduced， and the risk of sensitive data exposure is reduced, so organization structure is improved 

through the blockchain's authentication and traceability functions [26]. Based on blockchain, distributed 

data governance firstly sets up rights and responsibilities within the consortium blockchain before 

building the platform, and then continuously improves the network in practical work, implements 

organizational management concepts in actual execution. When data governance is based on blockchain 

network consensus of the whole network of blockchain, the changes in business iterations and technical 

characteristics will be reflected from various business departments to user clients, thereby avoiding 

unsustainable data governance caused by iterations or the problem of the quality of later data governance 

work. It will ultimately enhance management's confidence in data governance and ensure steady progress 

in digital transformation. 
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